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The Glass Racking Company ProFoams are designed to assist
window fabricators to separate and protect their windows and doors 
while in storage and transportation. ProFoams clip onto the reveal

or extrusion.

ProFoams
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Standard ProFoams

From above

This is our first and still our most popular produc t. The 
standard ProFoam is 80mm tall and 50mm wide with a slot 
which fits over 19mm, 25mm and 30mm reveals. 
Standard ProFoams are supplied as 200m long and are  
sold in boxes of 100.

Standard Corners

Standard Corners are 100 long on each side, with th e 
standard dimensions of 80mm tall and 50mm wide. Cor ners 
are designed to clip onto the three reveal widths a t their 
corners to provide additional protection. Corners a re 
typically used in conjunction with standards at 200 m long.

Standard Minnows

Minnows are a shorter 80mm long ProFoam made from o ur 
standard product. These are used with the standard 
200mm ProFoams to provide added protection. Minnows  
are available on an adhoc basis and usually sell ou t 
quickly.

The Glass Racking Company Protection Foams (ProFoam s) come in several sizes 
and shapes to meet the varying needs of clients and  their range of window and 
door products and extrusions.

XL ProFoams

Our range of XL ProFoams are based on a wider 
product which is 80mm tall, 80mm wide, with a slot 
suited to 40-50mm material. The XL range is ideal f or 
protection of doors, sliders, and commercial suites .

Like the standard range, the XL range comes in 200m m 
lengths, corners and minnows.



Why ProFoams?

The Glass Racking Company ProFoam has been 
developed to address the issues experienced when us ing 
carpet spacers between window frames

ProFoams are shaped to clip over the reveal and be held 
tight by the next window frame, eliminating losses in 
transit and reducing “settling”. The surface textur e of the 
ProFoam grips the reveal, and the bearing surface i s 
20mm thick allowing the ProFoam to compress under 
retention and secure the window frames

ProFoams are highly flexible, and recover to their original 
shape even when bent for long periods. This means t hat 
foam breakages are minimal. This is a long life pro duct

Some customers use our ProFoams for DGU edge 
protection, and we can run longer lengths as require d

The Material

ProFoams are manufactured from closed cell polyolef in 
copolymer which has a soft texture to protect the w indow 
frames. This texture is particularly important for the softer 
matt finish powder coatings on some window frames

Abrasive road debris does not readily stick to the 
ProFoam, further reducing the incidence of scratchi ng 
and damage to window frames

The copolymer has very low water absorbtion and hig h 
UV resistance making it ideal for the uncovered win dow 
transportation systems used by most window fabricat ors 

Benefits

Benefits of using ProFoams include :
1. Quicker load and unload times for transportation
2. Reduced damage to finished goods while in storage  
and transportation
3. Show your customers that you protect their window s 
and doors



TIPS FOR USE

HOW TO PURCHASE

1. Use ProFoams to protect your finished products as  
they leave your final assembly rig or tables. This 
provides protection for both storage and transport 
of your units when they are at their most valuable

2. When transporting have an experiment with how 
much pressure is required on the window frames to 
compress the ProFoams and secure the units. It 
may be less than you think which places less 
pressure on your window and door joints 

3. Having a range of ProFoams available to your staf f 
will help them be more efficient and provide your 
finished goods with better protection

4. Provide a storage box or sack on your vehicle to 
ensure ProFoams are not lost on site or on return 
to the factory

5. ProFoams clip onto DGUs and can provide a good 
soft separator for storage and transportation

6. ProFoams easily clip together to save storage 
space

7. Please checkout our Window Transportation 
System which uses copolymer foam sheathed poles 
to secure the windows and doors for 
transportation. It’s a system which works extremely  
well! 

Contact your local representative in Christchurch, Melbourne, Brisbane 
or Perth.

The Glass Racking Company 

Christchurch:- 03-3603373, Melbourne:- 0427226653, Brisbane:- 0419714005, Perth:- 0449911946

Email: info@theglassrackingcompany.com   www.theglassrackingcompany.com
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